Brownies Treasure Hunt
Clue 1: This is the start of a treasure hunt
that will help you get to know your
house. The Girl Scout house is full sized,
find this clue, you will be closer to the
prize.
Clue 2: Nice you did it, find the next clue
somewhere that you always walk
through.
Clue 3: Nice! You’re quick, now use you
whit, find the next clue at a scary exit
Clue 4: Wow! I hope you didn't get a
fright! Look next where flames burst in
the night. Clue 5: Find the next clue, well
done somewhere you can cook a bred
bun.
.

Clue 6: Look in this place and find
clues more, this is where you will cook
a s’more.

Clue 7: Find the next clue near
something flying high that is red,
white and blue.
Clue 8: We stand arount this and
sing a song, go find a clue it won’t
take long.
Clue 9: It is a hot day, you need a
breeze, you might open one of these.
Clue 10: Whoop-di-do, you found all
the clues! I hope this has shown you,
and taken you to new places in the Girl
Scout house!

BROWNIE LEADERS:
This is the list of where to place each clue in the treasure
hunt. Do this before any girls arrive and as difficultly placed
as you think necessary for your troop.
Clue 1: Give to the girls at the start
Clue 2: Put this on the wooden GS house on the stage
Clue 3: Hide in the entrance on the little table with the
phone
Clue 4: Hide behind the exit sight on top of the door
Clue 5: Hide in the outside fireplace
Clue 6: Hide on the bathroom door knob
Clue 7: Hide in the indoor fireplace
Clue 8: Hide this on or around the flagpole
Clue 9: Hide this on the piano
Clue 10: Hide on a window near the front of the house

